Abstract-This research was aimed to develop the competency framework. The sampling group was composed of 294 enterprises in Bangkok and suburban areas. The most critical issues were that they lacked knowledge, skills as well as good attitudes towards working. The results from the discussion group by experts were that printing operators could be classified into 4 levels. Afterwards, the competency of printing operator was defined to specify the course structure of basic level printing operator which had 7 main topics as follow: knowledge about color printing operation, materials and equipment for offset printing, using technician's tools, practice in offset printing, English for printing operator, maintenance of offset printing machine, and safety during work. The draft structure of the course was put into survey by the sampling group. It was found that the sampling group agreed at high and the highest level in terms of the structure of the course. The researchers would use such structure to develop a course for basic level printing operator in the next phase.
I. INTRODUCTION
In 1835, American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Mission bought Thai type from Singapore to Thailand. Dan Beach Bradley M.D. and his group brought it to Thailand. This Thai type and old plate was made of wood and stone which came from Bengal in India. On June 3, 1836 the first book in Thai was printed at the first time. [1] It has been the first about 173 years since. Thailand has developed in terms of printing industry for a long time, both in working process and modern technology which is brought from foreign countries to increase the productivity. Thailand is a free country which develops its potentials in competition all the time because this is an important factor to get advantages in trading. The policy of the government, therefore, focuses on the development of production potential to increase overall value of the product in the country along with the development of exportation, which will lead to the glory of the nation in the long run. The printing and packaging industry is one of the most important industries, which aim for exportation in the form of type and package. Free trade helps extend the distribution of Thai products. In 2004, Thailand could export for around 320 million US dollar and in 2007 Thailand aimed to export for 950 million US dollar. Besides the strategies used for exportation, there needs to be strategies for the development of the internal structure of printing and packaging industry to meet the expanding area of the exportation which must be done at the same time. To illustrate, a center for the research and development of standards in printing and packaging industry must be established to meet the world's standards, training course and to build new entrepreneurs in the industry. More advantages are about the development of the personnel in educational institutes in the form of co-education, the research and the development in the printing materials as well as the development of competency standards of the national labor in the field of sheet-fed printing operator and other fields related to printing and packaging industry. [2] According to the survey done in 2004, there were 2,463 printing houses which have registered with the Department of Industrial Works, Ministry of Industry or around 90% of all printing houses. The majority or 74% were in Bangkok and suburban areas. The rests were in large cities all around the country. The personnel in the printing and packaging industry are around 120,000 but only 10% graduated with the degrees in printing and packaging. This would result in problems of lacking the knowledge and skills to adopt new technology, which requires ability in language and computer during work. Therefore, printing and packaging industry still suffers from lack of skillful printing operators with direct experience in printing. [3] According to AnekTianbucha [4] it was found that most large-scaled and middle-scaled printing houses provided their staff with external training. However, the problems were that the speakers from outside lacked the knowledge and skills, which the entrepreneurs demanded, that the trainers lacked skills in teaching and allowing their staff to study in higher education required a long time and the skills did not comply with the works. Besides, this lack of the skilled persons in printing industry, it was also found that the personnel in the printing industry at present do not meet the requirements of the enterprises. According to research, the major problems of sheet-fed printing operators were about the lack of knowledge, skills and good attitude towards their work. The most critical problems are lack of knowledge in using printing machine, knowledge and skills in offset printer maintenance as well as other devices. The printing house owners also require responsible workers who like to gain more knowledge and skills in their work and to use the materials efficiently. [5] The researchers also asked the same questions with the sheet-fed printing operators and found that 97.5% of basic level sheet-fed offset printing operators considered the training important for their work. The reason is that they would like to know about technology, more techniques and new working methods. Sheet-fed printing operators need to be trained both in theory and in practice at high level. [6] On according to the importance of such problem, it could be Developing a Competency Framework to Support Training-Needs for Thailand's Offset Printing Industrial P. Juntong and W. Wiyaratn seen that there should be competency standards for 4-color sheet-fed offset printing operator as required by the enterprises. This must be done in cooperation with the experts in educational field so that the competency will be used to develop courses or curriculum for the printing operators in the industry. This is also a way for other researchers to develop the personnel according to the real demand of the industry in the future. Therefore, the objective for this research are: 1) to study needs of 4-color sheet-fed offset printing operators as required by the enterprises; 2) to define the competency standards and 3) to develop the draft training course.
II. RESEARCH METHODS.
This research focused on the key requirement of professional competence for the sheet-fed offset printing operator. The survey was conducted on owners, printing house managers, and supervisors of the press operators from 294 enterprises in Bangkok and suburban areas. Questions were related to the national labor skill standards for sheetfed offset printing operator and required basic theory. The questionnaire was constructed using Likert 5 scale, which asked respondent to rate between 1 to 5 with being the least and 5 being the most desirable skill. Based on the survey results and classification of offset printing operator skill professional competence, which including key purpose, key role, key function and unit of competence, was developed. The developed professional competence was evaluated by professor and offset printing specialist and modified according to the comments of professor and offset printing specialists. The training course framework was developed based on professional competence and was evaluated by printing enterprises. The training course framework was then used of create the training course for sheet-fed offset printing operator.
III. RESEARCH RESULT

A. Comparison of Needs about Skills of Offset Printing Operators
The comparison between problems and needs of offset technicians was indicated that Thai printing industry still have the needs for printers who had knowledge, skill, and good attitude toward work. Therefore, printer development courses that follow the requirement of the printing house are still needed in Thailand at this time.
B. Develop Professional Competence
Develop professional competencefrom the focus group discussion the panel, which consists of offset printing operators classified into 4 levels as followed: 1) Basic level printing operator means a person who is interested in working as a multi-colored offset printing operator who has no knowledge, skills and working experience. 2) Middle level printing operator means a person who has knowledge, abilities, experience and basic skills for working with a multi-colored printer. He or she has had an experience as a basic level printing operator before. 3) High level printing operator means a person who has knowledge, abilities, experience and good skills for working with a multi-colored printer. He or she has had an experience as a middle level printing operator before. 4) Expert printing operator means a person who has knowledge, abilities, experience and good skills for working with a multi-colored printer. He or she can solve and analyze the problems about printing. He or she has had an experience as a high level printing operator before. 
C. Develop Training Course Framework
According to the survey on the opinions of the enterprise sampling group about the draft training course for basic level printing operator (printing operator assistant), it was found that the majority of the enterprises agreed with the developed training course (Mean = 4.18). The items which the enterprise agreed at the lowest level were English for parts of offset printer,English for offset printer maintenanceandEnglish for safety in the printing house. The researchers will use such opinions to consider the details in data presentation of the training course in the future.
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